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Information-theory-friendly models
for fiber-optic channels: A primer
Erik Agrell, Giuseppe Durisi, and Pontus Johannisson
Abstract—There exists a rich flora of channel models for
optical fiber channels, which differ not only in the types of
transmission scenario they describe but also in the type of
analysis they support. In this tutorial paper, we review several
channel models used in optical communications, and discuss their
suitability for information-theoretic analyses. Key issues are how
nonlinearity, channel memory, and multiuser interference are
modeled.
I. INTRODUCTION
For finite-bandwidth linear additive white-Gaussian-noise
channels, it is well known that matched filtering followed
by sampling at symbol rate is optimal. This operation, to-
gether with the use of the sampling theorem, discretizes the
channel input–output (I/O) relation, thus paving the way for
information-theoretic analyses (see, e.g., [1, Ch. 8]), which are
typically cumbersome to carry out in continuous-time.
For nonlinear channels such as the optical fiber channel
we shall focus on in this paper, however, discretizing the
channel I/O relation is less straightforward. Indeed, matched
filtering followed by symbol-rate sampling is not optimal,
and information-theoretic analyses based on such a receiver
structure provide only capacity lower bounds.
An additional challenge in the optical fiber case is that even
though the physics of lightwave propagation in an optical fiber
is well understood [2], the resulting continuous-time channel
output is given as an implicit function (a differential equation)
of the channel input. Discrete-time channel models for which
the channel output is an explicit function of the channel input
have been proposed in the literature, but none of them is
applicable across the whole range of channel and transmission
conditions. The available models can be classified depending
on which physical phenomena are assumed to dominate [3,
Fig. 27] and on which assumptions and approximations are
made in the derivations. There is often a trade-off between
the physical relevance of such models and their information-
theoretic usefulness.
In this tutorial paper, we survey the main types of channel
models that have been proposed and comment on their under-
lying assumptions and their type of I/O relation, with focus
on their use in information theory.
II. SIGNAL PROPAGATION IN OPTICAL FIBERS
All continuous-time modeling of electromagnetic phenom-
ena originates from Maxwell’s equations. Under the slowly
varying envelope approximation, i.e., under the assumption
that the modulation bandwidth is small compared to the
carrier frequency of light, simplified evolution equations for
the optical signal can be obtained. Specifically, the impact of
chromatic dispersion and the Kerr nonlinearity are described
by the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
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∂2U
∂t2
− γ|U |2U, (1)
where U = U(t, z) is the complex envelope of the optical
signal as a function of time t and propagation distance z, β2 is
the group-velocity dispersion parameter, and γ is the nonlinear
parameter. Note that t denotes time in a reference frame that
moves with the group velocity [2, (2.3.40)].
However, there are additional physical effects that must be
accounted for in order to obtain an accurate channel model.
Coherent transmission systems typically use polarization mul-
tiplexing to perform modulation in a four-dimensional space
spanned by the two orthogonal polarizations. This is described
by U = U(t, z) = (Ux(t, z), Uy(t, z))T. Averaging over
the rapidly and randomly changing polarization state, one
obtains the Manakov equation. Due to losses, the power of
the optical signal decreases exponentially with distance. This
loss is typically compensated for by the periodic insertion of
erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs), which provide lumped
gain and also add noise. Alternatively, one can use Raman
amplification, which introduces distributed gain and adds noise
in the propagation fiber itself. These effects are included in the
generalized Manakov equation [4, Sec. 3]
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where α is the power attenuation, g = g(z) is the power gain,
and Z(t, z) describes addition of complex optical amplifier
noise. With this formulation, one can capture the z-dependence
of both Raman and EDFA amplification, in the latter case
by allowing g and Z to contain Dirac δ-functions. Other
channel effects, e.g., higher order dispersion and polarization-
mode dispersion, are neglected. Equation (2) can be solved
numerically with the split-step Fourier method [2]. Explicit
solutions exist only in special cases, such as when γ = 0
(linear channel) or β2 = 0 (memoryless channel). In the latter
case, nonlinear signal–noise interaction gives rise to nonlinear
phase noise (NLPN) [5], [6].
III. INFORMATION-THEORY-FRIENDLY CHANNEL MODELS
The channel models reviewed in Sec. II are difficult to
analyze using information-theory tools, because i) they are
formulated in continuous time, whereas information-theoretic
analyses are easier to perform in discrete time, and ii) because
the relation between the signal input U(t, 0) and output
U(t, L), where L is the total length of the transmission
fiber(s), is given implicitly as a differential equation.
For linear waveform channels, a common approach to deal
with their continuous-time nature is to project the input and
the output signals on the singular functions of the channel
operator [1], [7]. This action diagonalizes the continuous-time
channel, i.e., it transforms it into countably many scalar nonin-
teracting I/O relations. This is similar to the diagonalization of
circulant matrices by means of the discrete Fourier transform,
which is exploited in orthogonal frequency-division multiplex-
ing systems operating over frequency-selective channels [8].
For nonlinear dispersive waveform channels of the type
described by (1), channel diagonalization can be achieved by
means of the inverse scattering transform, also known as the
nonlinear Fourier transform [9]. A drawback of this approach
is that it is not applicable without approximation to systems
that include, e.g., gain/loss and distributed addition of noise.
A different approach to obtain discrete-time models from
continuous-time models is to project input and output sig-
nals on a conveniently chosen complete orthonormal set for
input and output spaces (e.g., sinc functions). Although this
approach does not directly exploit the structure of the channel
operator, and results in a channel I/O relation that is not in
diagonal form, it is a reasonable choice in systems with weak
nonlinearity. It is the dominant approach in practice and the
one we shall focus on in this paper.
Once both input and output signals are discretized, an
“information-theory-friendly” channel is specified by provid-
ing a sequence of finite-dimensional conditional output dis-
tributions fY n|Xn , n = 1, 2, . . . , where Xn = [X1, . . . , Xn]
contains the first n input symbols and Y n = [Y1, . . . , Yn]
the corresponding output symbols [10]. A symbol may in this
context be real or complex, scalar or vectorial. The distribution
fY n|Xn may not depend on the statistics of Xn, which will
be exemplified in Sec. IV-B and V.
For every channel defined in this way, the capacity C, i.e.,
the highest rate for which a sequence of codes with vanishing
error probability can be found, satisfies under some technical
conditions1 [10]
C = lim inf
n→∞
sup
1
n
I(Xn;Y n). (3)
This result is usually referred to as the channel coding theo-
rem. Here, I(·; ·) denotes the mutual information [11, Ch. 2],
and the supremum is over all probability distributions for Xn
that satisfy the input power constraint P
1
n
E
{ n∑
k=1
|Xk|
2
}
≤ P. (4)
In the optical communications literature, the inequality in (4)
is often replaced by an equality. Since the capacity C can be
shown to be nondecreasing with P , the two constraints are
equivalent [12].
1Specifically, (3) is achievable if the channel is information stable [10].
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Fig. 1. The I/O space. The cuboids represent symbols Xk,i,ℓ and Yk,i,ℓ,
where the three indices represent polarization, wavelength, and time.
IV. CLASSES OF OPTICAL CHANNEL MODELS
As discussed in Sec. III, information-theoretic analyses rely
to a large extent on the availability of an explicit discrete-time
channel model. The input symbols lie (in the most general
case) in a three-dimensional space, spanned by polarization,
wavelength, and time, as shown in Fig. 1. In most models
of practical interest, however, a reduced subspace is con-
sidered, for example by studying single-polarization, single-
wavelength, and/or memoryless channel models.
In this section, we survey the main classes of discrete-time
channel models that have been proposed for fiber-optical trans-
mission. These classes, which are summarized in Table I, are
presented each in one subsection below, except the continuous-
time models, which were reviewed in Sec. II.
A. Perturbative models with deterministic nonlinearity
Since the nonlinear signal distortion in fiber-optic transmis-
sion systems is typically weak, one can linearize (2) through
a perturbation analysis [30]. An equivalent approach [31] is to
use a Volterra series description [32]. The basic assumption is
that the approximate solution can be written asU ≈ U0+∆U ,
where U0 is the linear solution with γ = 0 and ∆U 0 is a
small perturbation. Signal–noise interaction is neglected and
noise is added at the receiver. A discrete-time expression can
be obtained by matched filtering followed by sampling [33,
Sec. IV], although the nonlinear signal distortion makes the
filter no longer matched to the pulse. One typically assumes
also that (linear) intersymbol interference can be ignored, due
to the use of root-Nyquist pulses or linear equalization. Under
these assumptions, the perturbation analysis gives, for a single-
polarization transmission at a single wavelength, the following
discrete-time I/O relation:
Yk = Xk +∆Xk +Nk. (5)
Here, Xk is the complex transmitted symbol, ∆Xk is the
nonlinear distortion, and Nk is the optical amplifier noise.
The distortion ∆Xk is in general a function of all n
transmitted symbols. The nonlinear Kerr effect is cubic and the
n transmitted symbols interact in n3 different combinations of
symbol triplets, of which n2 affect each received symbol. The
distortion can be expressed as the double sum
∆Xk =
∑
i,ℓ
Ai,ℓXk+iXk+ℓX
∗
k+i+ℓ, (6)
where the summation is over all transmitted symbols and the
coefficients Ai,ℓ depend on the system parameters, e.g., the
signal pulse shape. The triple products in (6) are intrachannel
four-wave mixing (IFWM) in the general case and intrachannel
TABLE I
NONLINEAR MODELS FOR FIBER-OPTIC COMMUNICATION CHANNELS, CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THEIR FUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS (HORIZONTAL
CLASSES) AND THE DIMENSIONS OF THEIR I/O SPACE (COLUMNS POLARIZATION, WAVELENGTH, AND TIME). A DESIGNATION AS “IMPLICIT” MEANS
THAT THE EFFECT IS PHYSICALLY CONSIDERED BUT NOT MODELED AS A DIMENSION IN THE I/O SPACE.
Model Polarization Wavelength Time References
Differential equations
Nonlinear Schro¨dinger single N/A continuous time [2, (2.3.41)]
Manakov dual N/A continuous time [4, Sec. 3]
Perturbative models with deterministic nonlinearity
IXPM, IFWM single single multiple [13, (17)]
Cross-pol. IXPM and IFWM dual single multiple [14, (10)]
FWM single three single [15, (1)]
XPM, FWM single multiple single [16, (8)], [17, (8)]
IXPM, IFWM, XPM, FWM single two multiple [18, (34)–(35)], [19, (5)], [20]
IXPM, IFWM, XPM, FWM single multiple multiple [16, (48)], [21, (15)]
Perturbative models with random nonlinearity
Single-channel GN single single implicit [22]
Dual-polarization GN dual single implicit [23]
Multichannel GN single implicit implicit [24]–[26]
Finite-memory GN single single multiple [27, (8)]
Phase and Gaussian noise single implicit multiple [28, (1)]
Memoryless phase-noise models
Single-polarization NLPN single single single [29, (70)], [5, (11)]
Dual-polarization NLPN dual single single [6, (23)]
cross-phase modulation (IXPM) in the special cases i = 0 or
ℓ = 0. Models based on (6) were proposed in [13, Eq. (17)]
and for dual polarization in [14, Eq. (10)].
The perturbation analysis can also be applied to multiple-
wavelength transmission. If the channel memory is neglected,
a model similar to (5)–(6) can be formulated, where the indices
refer to wavelengths instead of time [15, Eq. (1)], [16, Eq. (8)],
[17, Eq. (8)]. The nonlinear distortion components are, in this
case, four-wave mixing (FWM) and cross-phase modulation
(XPM). The generalization to interaction between symbols that
are separated in both time and wavelength was considered in
[16], [18]–[21]; see Table I for details.
In most fiber-optic communication systems, the bulk of the
nonlinear distortion is caused by phase shifts due to XPM or
IXPM. In a perturbation analysis, all phase shifts are described
by their first-order linear approximation, resulting in ∆Xk
being in quadrature to Xk and proportional to the magnitude
of Xk. This relation can be expressed in terms of the (I)XPM
phase shifts ∆θk as
Yk = Xke
j∆θk +Nk, (7)
which is equivalent to (5) up to a first-order linearization. This
and similar phase-shift models were studied in [17]–[20].
The channel capacity formula (3) applies to the models
(5), (7), and their variations, provided that the double sum
in (6) is truncated after a finite number of terms to avoid
inter-packet interference. This can be done with an arbitrarily
small error, since the coefficients Ai,ℓ tend to 0 as |i| or |ℓ|
approach infinity. Capacity lower bounds were obtained in [20]
using a mismatched decoding approach. This class of models
was employed to formulate and solve problems in multiuser
information theory in [16]–[18], as summarized in Sec. V.
B. Perturbative models with random nonlinearity
The perturbation analysis in Sec. IV-A yields a significant
simplification over the original model (2). However, the re-
sulting discrete-time I/O relations are still involved. A further
drastic simplification is obtained by assuming that the nonlin-
ear distortion arises from the interaction between independent
stochastic processes rather than data-dependent signals. This
yields the so called Gaussian noise (GN) model [24]. Specif-
ically, under some additional assumptions on these stochastic
processes (e.g., [25, Eq. (3)]), one obtains an explicit solution
through perturbation analysis [26]. A discrete-time model can
be obtained by matched filtering and sampling. In the single-
polarization, single-wavelength case [22], these steps yield an
I/O relation similar to (5), where, however,
∆Xk = Wk
√
ηP 3i . (8)
Here, Wk is a complex, zero-mean, circular Gaussian random
variable with variance E[|Wk|2] = 1, the factor η depends on
system parameters including the signal pulse shape, and Pi
quantifies the power of the interacting stochastic processes.
The cubic dependency on power corresponds to the triple
products in (6). The GN models can be obtained also for dual-
polarization [23] and/or multi-wavelength case [24]–[26], and
similar expressions apply.
Information-theoretically, the GN model (8) is fundamen-
tally different from the perturbation model (5)–(6). In the GN
model, the nonlinear distortion ∆Xk is random rather than
deterministic. Furthermore, the channel becomes memoryless.
Since, according to the GN model, ∆Xk is Gaussian and
independent of Xk, mutual information is maximized using
Gaussian inputs, and the capacity of this channel is given by
the familiar log(1 + snr) formula, where snr is the signal-to-
noise ratio.
A crucial question, often neglected in the literature, is how
to define Pi mathematically, and how to relate it to the input
power constraint P in (4). Physically, these two quantities are
similar: both quantify the average input power. However, care
must be exercised in using a channel model that depends on
the transmitted sequence only through its power as in (8) with
Pi = P . Indeed, it is unclear how to cast this model within the
framework presented in Section III, where the channel should
not depend on statistical properties of the input sequence, but
on the input sequence itself.
From an information-theory perspective, a more satisfactory
way to interpret the GN model is to view the capacity predicted
by this model as a lower bound on the capacity of the
channel (5) when one uses Gaussian inputs and distortion is
treated as noise. Indeed, the well-known Gaussian saddle point
theorem (see, e.g., [11, p. 298]) implies that the capacity of
(5)–(6) can be lower-bounded as follows: C ≥ I(XG;Y ) ≥
I(XG;YG), where XG is a complex Gaussian random variable
that satisfies the average power constraint, Y is the channel
output when the input is XG, and YG is the channel output
when the input is XG and when the distortion ∆Xk in (5)
is replaced by a Gaussian random variable having the same
variance as ∆Xk. The results in [24], [33] and other papers
that report the channel capacity of the GN model (8) should
thus be interpreted as capacity lower bounds.
In an attempt to make the GN model amenable to
information-theoretic analysis, the authors in [27] proposed
to replace Pi in (8) by a time-varying power Pk defined as
Pk =
1
2M + 1
k+M∑
i=k−M
|Xi|
2, (9)
which obviously depends on the input sequence, not on its
statistics as in (8). Lower bounds on the capacity of this
channel were derived in [27]. Another modification of the GN
model was proposed in [28], where it was observed that part
of the distortion ∆Xk manifests itself as slowly varying phase
noise. A block-memoryless model was proposed in which
∆Xk = Xkejθ + NNLk , where θ is the phase noise, which
is constant throughout the block, and NNLk is an independent
Gaussian variable, whose variance implicitly depends on the
input sequence. The capacity of this channel was lower-
bounded in [28] using Gaussian inputs.
C. Memoryless phase-noise models
When dispersion can be neglected, i.e., β2 can be set to zero,
the main remaining channel effect is the Kerr nonlinearity.
Without optical amplifier noise, an explicit analytic solution
to (2) can be found [6, Eq. (2)]. The introduction of optical
amplifier noise leads to signal–noise interaction, NLPN, which
changes the shape of the probability density function (pdf)
of the received signal. This modified pdf has been found
analytically and is in the single-polarization case [34, Sec. 5.1]
fR,Θ|R0,Θ0(r, θ|r0, θ0)
=
fR|R0(r|r0)
2π
+
1
π
∞∑
m=1
ℜ
{
Cm(r, r0)e
jm(θ−θ0)
}
(10)
where R0,Θ0 and R,Θ are the polar coordinates of the
channel input X = R0ejΘ0 and output Y = RejΘ, resp.,
fR|R0 is a Rice distribution giving the conditional marginal
distribution of R, and Cm(r, r0) are Fourier coefficients that
depend on the system configuration, including fiber parameters
and amplification scheme. This model is applicable for single-
channel systems at low to moderate symbol frequencies,
even in the strongly nonlinear regime, but is unfortunately
not accurate in wavelength-division multiplexing systems. A
dual-polarization extension was provided in [6]. The channel
capacity of the memoryless channel (10) was lower-bounded
in [5] and shown to grow unbounded with increasing P .
V. MULTIUSER INFORMATION THEORY
When more than one user is present in the system, the anal-
ysis of the largest achievable rates at which communication
is possible is made complicated by the nonlinear interaction
between the signals associated to different users. Information-
theoretically, the notion of capacity is replaced by that of
capacity region, which is the set of rate-tuples (one per user)
for which reliable communication can occur. Calculating the
capacity region is an untractable problem in the presence of
nonlinear distortion. Even for simple linear channel models,
the capacity region of channels subject to unwanted multiuser
interference is unknown [35, Ch. 6].
In long-haul fiber-optical networks, multiple users typi-
cally transmit on the same fiber using separate wavelengths.
Bounds on the capacity region for such wavelength-division
multiplexing systems were obtained in [12], [16]. In [17],
[18], it was shown that improved rates can be achieved in
a two-user system if both users apply interference focusing
to reduce the interference caused by one user on the other
user’s transmission. These studies, which are all based on
selected perturbation models with deterministic nonlinearity
(Sec. IV-A), are carried out under somewhat idealized condi-
tions and may have limited practical impact. In real optical
networks, users may be geographically distributed (no joint
processing possible) and may transmit at different symbol
rates; even when they transmit at the same symbol rate, their
symbol clocks are typically not synchronous.
Instead of studying the capacity region, a common approach
in the literature about optical channel capacity [3], [15], [24],
[33] is to consider the point-to-point capacity of one user
in the network, while the transmissions by the other users
are considered to be interference and modeled as stochastic
processes. The rationale, apart from making the problem more
tractable, is that many practical transmission scenarios are
symmetric in the sense that signals on different wavelengths
are modulated similarly and experience similar interference
statistics, so that a characterization of a single user would give
a good picture of the overall system performance. However,
similarly to the GN model, care must be exercised if the
resulting channel model depends on the statistical properties
of the input, via a relation between input and interference. The
capacity results obtained by such analysis should be seen as
lower (inner) bounds on the capacity region of the underlying
channel, rather than ultimate performance limits.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The discrete-time channel models developed so far for fiber-
optic channels are obtained under specific assumptions and
approximations on the underlying continuous time I/O relation.
This limits their validity to a specific range of channel and
transmission conditions, a fact that must be taken into account
when performing information-theoretic analyses. Furthermore,
most discrete-time channel model are obtained by applying
matched filtering and sampling. Since this procedure is not
optimal for the case of nonlinear channels, analyses based on
these discrete-time models can only provide capacity lower
bounds, and are unable to characterize the ultimate perfor-
mance limits of communication over fibers. “Information-
theory friendly” models able to provide a satisfactory char-
acterization of this ultimate limit need to be developed.
Although simplicity and tractability are crucial properties
of every channel model, an oversimplified channel model may
yield erroneous conclusions when analyzed with information-
theory tools. One such example is the GN model (8), whose
capacity is just a lower bound (obtained by using Gaussian
input and treating distortion as noise) on the capacity of
the more refined discrete-time channel (5)–(6). An approach
where the channel is characterized as conditional distribution
as specified in Sec. III and then information-theory inequalities
are used to characterize the rates achievable with suboptimal
(but easier to implement) strategies seems to be preferable.
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